A broad range of new experimental data and theoretical results on the properties of hadronic matter under extreme conditions have been reported at Quark Matter 2012 conference. At this conference the scientific community was presented with a variety of measurements from the 2011 lead-lead LHC run using hard probe observables. Many measurements, such as bosonjet correlations, production rates of the b-jets, high precision jet fragmentation and others were shown for the first time. The new data from the LHC was matched by new techniques and analyses coming from RHIC experiments. This proceeding summarises the new measurements with high-p T particles and jets and attempts to provide a theoretical explanation for the novel results presented at the conference. jet shower in the medium, which go beyond the leading particle energy loss.
indicate that the charged hadron R CP reaches ∼0.6 and does not grow with increasing p T , which 26 puts constrains on the fragmentation functions discussed further in this proceeding.
27
When comparing the R AA data to different models for parton energy loss several conclusions calculations.
34
In general, models which can successfully account for the rise of R AA at high p T include both 35 radiative (inelastic) processes and collisional (elastic) energy loss but the relative importance of 36 those processes is not the same in different computations. These effects have an impact on the 37 path length dependence of R AA ; the simultaneous description of RHIC and the LHC data imposes 38 tight constraints which provide discriminative power among different models [5] . Difficulties in 39 reproducing the path length dependence or R AA led to the exploration of exotic energy and length 40 dependencies of the energy loss mechanism, motivated in part by strong coupling analyses of 41 energy loss via the AdS/CFT correspondence [6] .
42
The high-p T particles are predominantly coming from the fragmentation of jets. For the first 43 time, the results on fully corrected jets were presented at the conference by several experiments.
44
The jet R CP measured by the three LHC experiments is shown in the left panel of Fig. 2 tainties. Results from the ALICE experiment [9] , measuring track-jets, agree above p T =70 GeV with data from ATLAS and CMS. The degree of jet suppression at high-p T is similar to that for inclusive jets. the ratio compared to simulations is seen in the data.
60
Measuring the momentum balance of two color charged objects gives limited information, shown with lines in the two panels [17] successfully describes the data points. To understand the centrality dependence of the ratios shown in Fig. 3 , the middle panel of 
87
To quantify the parton energy loss in the medium its path length dependence must be under-88 stood. A way to get information on that is to study the azimuthal anisotropy of particle yields.
89
The left panel of Fig. 5 shows the second (red) and third (black) harmonics of the charged hadron the measurement at higher √ s NN .
100
The theoretical description of jet data poses new challenges since it demands an understand- to medium particles [5, 23, 24] or by the randomization of the softer jet components [5, 25] .
110
Therefore, those processes can be classified according to the angular structure of the lost energy.
111
While the distinction among the processes can only be achieved by a systematic comparison to 112 data, simple kinematic arguments show that the behavior of soft components plays a central role
113
in understanding jet data [26] . Interesting new advances in describing the soft sector of the jet 114 via a generating functional approach have been presented in [27] , which provide a theoretical 115 foundation for a probabilistic description of soft jet emissions. quantitative disagreement between the data and the curves shown in Fig. 7 .
172
In addition, it has also been pointed out that in both weak and strong coupling plasma mod-173 els, soft particles in the medium become correlated with the jet direction as a consequence of the 174 jet-medium interaction [24, 34] . This fact complicates the interpretation of in-medium fragmen-175 tation functions as arising from radiative QCD processes, specially for the soft jet components. 
184
Several models successfully describing different aspects of experimental data were discussed 185 at the conference. The differences between the models primarily relate to the implementation 186 of the shower-medium interaction. One of the most salient distinctions is the treatment of the 187 evolution time structure. Some models like [24] assume that all shower fragments arise prior to 188 interactions with the medium. Other models [23, 28] consider the fragmentation to happen out-
189
side of the medium as in vacuum. Some models, e.g. [5] , use a formation time argument to decide 190 whether splittings occur inside or outside of the medium. These differences arise from a lack of 
